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THE DOMAIN OF COGNITION:.

AN-ALTERNATIVE TO BLOOM'S COGNITIVE

DOMAIN WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK 00

AN INFORMATION PROCESSING MODEL

Robert J. Stahl

and

Gary T. Mut*

Bloom's Taxonomy (Bloom et al-., 1956) has doOinated instructional
detign iiii-Waluation fora quarter of a century. Programs at all levels
of education Use this Taxonomy as the Major framework to plan, develop,
implement; .monitor; and evaluate teacher and student process. and product
instructional variables. The poPularity,of this hierarchical model is
eildeiCed by the entry -of :nearly' 1.,000 articles on- the `Takon Omy of Educa-
tional ObjeCtivet in rdueation:Inder. between 1966-1978 (CleMents, 1979).
Furthermore; some teacher educators have even taught the -Bloom System as
a learning theory, in its -Own right, giving the Taxonomy a status it was
never 1 ntended-to

Interestingly, -the:Bloom taxonomic system has 'been- and is being used
even thoUgh, it is. not consistent with any- presently 'accepted theory, model,
or approach tO memory,, thinking, or learning' (Stahl, 1979). Clements
(1979) -pointed out that three of the foirr major principles Upon which the
system was based were never supported 'by its developers. These -initial
problems haviIiqine but -one-lrea where Weaknesses- in the structure, levels,
and -sequence of the Taxonomy -have:been rePorted- (KrOpp and Stoker, 1966;
Miller, Snowman, and -O'Hara, 1979; 'Smith, '1968, 1970; Poole, 101, 1972;
Seddon,

The intent .of" this paper is, not to provide a review_ of the literature
relative by-Bloom-4 Taxonow. 'Instead; the- reader will be introduced- to
an, entirely new-'taxoncaay, the Domain--of Cognition, which-vas developed, from
the research literature-on human 'learning. To support thii hierarchical
syttei, 'az nodal- of how 'Walvis information will be presented' as a-
synthesis friiiiwork.tcrpull: together the-memory and learning research as
aril, as -tirprovide,.a. flow-model representation of how thinking, meeiory-
and 'learning occtir -interactively- wi thin instructional settings .

TAXONOMY-. DEFINED'

Prior to the,--examination of the Domain 0 Cognition' taxonomic system
to be presented Itere; it -seems appropriate-that-7M* consideration. be given-



to_the nature and attributes inherent in any taxonomy. Amongthe
tient of taxonOmr4ound in the literaturesone finds, the following:

1. ... the classification of data according to their
natural relationships or the-principles governing
such claiisifi cation. 1'

2. a system of clastification of data accordingto their natural relationships. 2
3. a system of classification and the concepts

underlying

4. The prlinary ,weaning Of .taxonomy is systematic-classification. ...4
5. classification, esp. (Sic) relation- to itsgeneral laws or principles; the classification or

putting -things in, proper brder.5

AlthOugh act stated in. the definitions above,- an important distinc-
tion needs to be made between the term "classification" and the term
"taxonomy."

. Classifitation is the ordering of phenomena into
groups.:': or sets)' on ;the basis of their relationships,that of association by contiguity, similarity,or both.

Taxonomy is the theoretical study of classification,including its basis, .;rinciples, procedures; and
rules.,P

The distinction can be further highlighted 'by paraphrasing-iGregg7 instating that the subjects of clattifiCation are the phenomena and' the sub=,jects. of taxonomy, are classificationi.

Theoretical science it coaderted with ordering, and taxonomy it a=branch of science that is exclUsively and explicitly devoted to the order-ing 'of conplek-pheiwimena.8 'Krithwohl4"Blooni and Marla refer to the order=ing_ procest in terms of "a:. . set of princiPles."

A true taxonomy is a, set of classification which
are ordered -and arranged on the basis of a
or on the basis of -a. consistent set of':Principl es .
. . The taxonomy must -also be Consistent-. with
sound theoretical- views in the field.



PRINCIPLE FEATURES OF "A TAXONOMY

With the above information in mind, salient attributes of a taxonomy
as a model, including basic assumptions underlying taxonomic systems, can
be discussed. Some of the principal features of taxonomic systems are:

1. Classes or aggregations of phenomena, not indi-
vidual specimens, are the basic units of taxonomy
and are the things to be clSszified.

2. Observations of properties and characteristics
are essential, but not definitive in taxonomic
studies.

3. Classes at all levels of a taxonomy are not in
principle defined by their membership, but by
their reIitionships. Characteristids'indommo*
are viewed as evidehce of the theoretically
derived-relationships, which are _primary.

4. The construction of formal classifications of
particular .groups is an essential part and a
useful outcome of taxonomic effort. However, it
is not the total or even the controlling purpose.
Rather,, the aim of taxonomy is. to understand
the groupings and the relationships of'Phenomena,
in conceptual terms in order-to make generaliza-
tions and txtend knowledge _of the, field' being
studied.

5. Members-of-a, taxonomic class, or order are both
similar to each other and dissimilar to-meMbeiS
of other classes . . The taxonomists criteria
for sorting specimens into ordered groupings
are,. in essence,. (a) minuteness of resemblance and
(b) multiplicity of similarities.

6. Taxonomic groupings should contribute to-under-
standing of and. insight into the phenomena so
ordered.

7.-The taxonomic process should result in sorting so
that the categories can-be idettlfied With-, and

-----distinguished-from,one.another.lu

'These attributes and,assumptions underlie all taxonomic systems and
,

all taxonomic'development.--Theprimary purposes/functions of taxonomic
systems are:

1. To construct classes about which generalizatiohs
can be. made.

2.'1'6 organize, order and control phenomena.
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3i To result it a gestrlt (that is, the developed

taxonomy is .greater: that the sum- of its individual
classes).

.to clarify aniLlaetter .understat.1._the4henometa ---
:in. queltion. .

The definitiOns, attributeshfssumPtions and purposes Of taxonomic
Systems should 'provide a substritiaT basis.fir the-develOpment of theory
within educatiOn.. A taxonomic system helps to- devil,p clarity along
with control of the phenomena iti.,qUestion. In turn, .greater-clarity.,an
Control shifuld lead to';mOre effeCtive educational development.

-A LEARNING HIEARCHY DEFINED

A hierarchy is "a Systematic framework with a sequence of classes
(or sets) at different levels in which eacb. class (except the lowest)
ihcludes NO Or more subordinate Classes:"1-1,

Robert Gagne refers, to learning outcomes, each of which leads to a
different class Of hudan, performance, and each requires a different set-
of instructional' conditions for effective learning. The -key to' the de-
sign of cmditiOns for thiS effective kind of learning is the learning
hierarchy:12

The 'learning hlerarchy is an arrangement, of intellectual
skill objectives into a- pattert:which shows the-prerequi-
site relationships .among-thera. Beginning with a particular
objective .(often a lesion objective).,- the learning hier-
archTshoWs which intellectual' skills are prerequisite;
having identified= this second set of Skills the

..Prerequisites of each' of these is in turn indicatid,
and this ,Process_continues ,until one has displayed
in-4,bottom "row" the most elementary' 'Intellectual
skills -with whiCh one needs to be concerned.I4

In ;addition to the, prerequisite skills hypothesis of learning hier-
archies, a second major hypothesis may be referred to as the "positive-
transfer ,hypothesisi The ,positive, transfer hypothesis holds that pre-
requisite skills mediate, transfer for the superordinate skills to which
they Ire-related.. This hypothesis-assumes that if one skill is pre-
requisite to ,another, mastery of prereqtasite skill will facilitate
Virriarning -of the other ski11.16

va.



A TAXONOWAS A MODEL: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

A taxonomic syste4ormodel can be used to7idtrifiry", and describe;
different types-orlevels of - processes (learning, thinking)- and learning
outcomes lbehaviors)a Some typet of thinking and learninoare=different
-from other -types of thinking.and learning. Likewise, behavior can-be
observed:in.various forms-and can be of various types. The-crucial re-
lationship,between-a given behavior outcome; objective) and the
required type Or level of thinking-or learning canbe,wyisUalized more
clearly:through a ClitsificatiOn system.(taxonomYl.

The categories of a taxonomy serve the purpose of contextual refer-
encing. That is, any single category:or subcategory is located-within the
context,of other categories orsub.levels. Thise-categorits'provide a
basis for plating any given - behavior within a group` of-- behaviors. Con-
textual referencing:also enables-one to understand and see relationships
-between and - -among' all of the categories and behaviors within the taxonomy.

If a- learning /thinking taxonomy represents-á convenient way-of'de-
scribing'how learning/thinking takes place, instruction can be ,planned,
implemented:andthevevaluatedbased-upOn that taxonomy, Though a taxonomy
may internal. proCesses (iae., thinking, learning), obserliabltbe-
haviors must be -uSed- to Make' inferences about these internal (pro-Ceases.

The constructs Of-learning and thinking,Cannot be- measured or observed
directly. A taxonomy of-learning/thinking can be used to Classify-and'
order those cOnstructainferred-frOmand based upon valid research studies
on -hUman thinking; memory, and learning. If a taxonomy is' used to classify
internal processes; and appropriate, corresponding external inditators of
thosvprocesses, the User has a frame of reference that can be used to
describe lin inference) these-abstract, internal activities.

Weaknesses of -any taxonomic system revolve around; hilosOphical argu-
ments and /or empirical. - which focus on.tbe-criteria of contenti
logiclurvalidW.

The_criterionef content = centers aTound whether the categories and

sub-categoriti within a givettaxOnomY are complete. Does the-taxonomy
contain all distinguishable categories, and does each category contain-
all distinguishable-sub-categories? itterms'of this criterion,the'weak-

ness is incompleteness. Any taxonomy which does--not identify and describe
in complete form that which it, is classifying is,providing an incomplete

scheme of the construct-in queition.

No taxonomist can ever'be completely assured that-hit/her taxonomy
is totally-complete. The basic-rdison for this is-that a taxonomy that
identifies-different types-or levels of processes and/or learning outcomes

cannot do so IMiectly. The.identificition and Subsequent classification

of -the- various classes takesPlace-via inferences concerning_ the construct

in-question. It is through observation of behavior that.. the taxonomist

may -infer that such and such-his taken place (internally), In-this way

taxcinemizing involves a process that indirectly identifies and,describes-

that process in question.
L.



The criterion of logic-is more complex than that of content. The
question of focus is "why?" Why this particular Way. of classification
as versus another? For example, a common way of-erissifYing is from
simple to Complex. The first class or category is the simplest, followed
by another which is more complex, etc. A common feature using thii way
of classifying is that each subsequent category subsumes (incorporates)
all preyious (simpler) categories. When looking at t taxonomic system
which incorporates the simple-to-complex means of classifying, one gets
the impreSsion that thit is the 'Only means by which-a-taxonomic system
can be used.

However, the question can be asked: "Why can't a different -means be
used -(fOr whatever is being classified) in,the taxonomic system in,ques-,
tion?" ForLexample, though a simple-to-complex scheme, may be shown, could
hot another.scheme be utilized which grants the user an alternative per-
spective? Other means may-be: part to whole, detail to,generaLunfamiliar
to familiar,-concrete to-abstract, dependent to independent,:order by use-
fulness, :order by fUnction, etc.

The point is-that the means utilized in various taxonomic systems
-are oftentimes arbitrarily established. Though serving useful functions
and-- granting the user a.perspective of certain value, it-may not give a
total picture. The weakness' then, in tens' of the criteria of logic, it
that-6f simplicity. The critic often argues -on the one hand, for a varied
perspective, one thattlay view the construct from the poiht of view-of multi-
-plicitY; and argue, on the other hand; for parsimony, i.e., a more simpliS-
tfc,model,.

The criterion of validity refers-to determining_ whether the taxonomy
accurately representsthe-conttruct in question. Ins one sense, -this

criterion-ihborObrat-e. the other two criteria, content and logic, because
accuracy would not,.. Present if content and/or logic were deficient in

any -way.

'The:criterion of validity meets its.thost rigorous scrutiny vie mathe-

thatico-statisticaT ahalysis,and'hypothesittesting. FaCtor analysis,
hierarchical syndrome analysis (McQUitty, 1960), simplex analytis (Kropp
and Staer, 1966), complex model analysis (Madaus, Woods,,Nuttall, 1973),
path analysis, commonality antlysii and multiple.rigression analysis
(Miller, Snowman, O'Hara, 1979), cluster analysis and ridex_theory (Geisinger,
1973) are some `of the approaches used in the validation .of taxonomic systems

in education.

It is interesting that the 'literature regarding, validation of taxono-
mies emphast:es the statistical procedUres to be employed void of any con-
cern on the research methods, design, and procedures employed to investi-
gate the research questions and to obtain the data. In making cases for
statistical analytic 'procedures, researchers should be cautioned not to
allow the tail (statistics) to wag the dog (design, method, etc.). The
insistence on absolutes imexplorations of theoretical constructs and
their validity ought to be re=evaluated in termtof the functibnal and
interrelated, complementary value of research questiont, methods, design,
procedures, statistics' to one another and!-as single components of any re-

search paradym or algorithm. .

8
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Introduction to the Models

The-Bloom,Krathwohl taxonomic_ domains were important contributions

to,all areas of education in that -they- provided a much needed framework

to-consider learning outcomes._,Wowever, today, the resultsl)f research

on-thinking, memory, and learnifig_suggest_thatan entirely new frame-of-

reference is needed-far-identifying the accurately classifying learning

outcome behaviors.

Instructional design in the 1980.'s must be tied-to a taxonomic

model which is directly compatible with,the results of learning research

conducted'an human subjects. The new Taxonomy would be more useful if-

accompanied by a_model'of.how-individUils-process information which has

the'strong supPort of extensive research findings. The models should_

have the additional attributes of being content-free and unrelatetto'

the structure of any_ discipline. They should-alto,be compatible with

such divergent learning theories as thoie.propbsed by the "Behavioral,"
Nkvelopmental,"/"Cognitive," "Perceptual, " and "Gesalt" schools of

psychological thOught.

,Betidet the obvious benefits related to measurement orlearning,

-the-new information protessingAaxonow,model would'have advantagei

for teacher edUcators. They wouid-alloW teacher educators to help pre-

service and in- service teachers make sense out of the various learning

theories presented. in the literature. This is especially:true for

teachers_who haVe been_introduced to different Models of learning which

appear to be inconsistent with one - another- and -which are incongruent

with the.Bloom taxonomic system they are to use to plan and evaluate

instruction. They would alio help teachers develop instructional

strategies likely to attain the different levels of learning they have

established as-their end goals.

Whit is needed in_the field of instructional design is:

a) a made] or explanation, of how information; s accepted,

treated, :processed, and acted upon Within the individual

learner. Such-a model- must-be consistent withsthe re,

search findings on human subjects and would distinguish

among-thinking, memory, and learning as separate yet

interrelated aspects of human behavior;

b)-armodel ItiXonomyYexplaining the different types or

'levels of memory, :thinking, and.learning_which is con-
.

sistent with the information processing-model cited

above and which standi upon its own,merits with suffi-

Cient-researth-Support for it;
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c) away of helping pre - service and inriervice teachers
separate pre- and post-learningbehaviors within class-
room situations;

d) a way of looking at memory, thinking, and learning
which "makes sense" to teacher educators and teachers
and,is compatible-with an extensive body of literature

related to human learnings; and

e) a way of-converting the internal operations of thinking,
meiory,,and learning into observable proCess
in- class) and produce (i.e., outcome) behaviors (Stahl,

1980),.

,A system incorporating the points -- above -would be worthWhile and

--practical fromAhe_perspective of-the teacher edutater;and,the pre-

service and in-service teacher..

-The-Stahl Perceptual Information Processing and Operations Model (SPInPrOM)

The basic components and-flow-of the_SPInPrOM model are provided in

Figure 1. The features and characteristics of the operations of the

model are explained below. The SPInPrOMlodel contains some components

featured in existing information processing models. The explanation

suggests a workable_se0enceof-hoW7thisinformation processsing model

operates t& determine what. and how.- thinking and learning take place.

The order of the presentation below is based upon convenience and

ease of understanding. As appropriate, additional items will be identi-

fied for comprehensiveness, completeness and readability. The intent. of

this description is to explain the ways an individual goes about thinking

which may result in learning.

1. Environmental Information. The Environmental
Information component' erve to identify the
eictiiiial"scource of information to be confronted

and handlediy a person's processing system.
This_component is,defined to include all the
information-and stimuli which are available

within the life-space of the individual.
vironmental factors vary in,their power, dtric-

tion, intensity, and strength. Some of these

factors may influence or dominate the person's

thinking and-behavior. The individual ulti-

mately decides what in the environment will be

attended to, internalized, and processed.

10
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FIGURE 1: A diagram of the components, operations, and flew of activity within the
Stahl Perceptual information Processing and Operations liodel--SPInPr011.

(Copyright, Robert J. Stahl, 1979)
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2. Presarion.,orial,set. Although this
-aWOflif-Lorma on processing is' riot identi-
fied,by any single Cc:mponent of the-Model,.
Preparation ,Olays an important role in, the-early,
stages -of the entire processing operation. Some-
times ,referred to=ts: "eipectincy, set," thit mind
set guides, a nuMber 'of Ways a learner attends to,
receives,, processes-,_ and- underttands available
and recently -received. information (Estes 1972;
-Frase, 1977; Gagne tnd,,Rothkopf, 1975). The- per-
son's-lnind set-may persist during an entire learning
activity.

"Readiness" or preparation -,for information plays -.a
critical role in 'learning- (Bloom, 1968; Ausubel ,
1960;, Nester, 1976). In most situatiOns-;the
learner' s- persbnal moti vations learnings , and
needs produce a powerful: perceptual'.set (Gagne, '1976).
These -- motivations prepare learners to expect -certain
environmental' events and to view such events-in ways
Consistent _with their own- motives-and' needs. At the
same, ti me certti n types Of i nformttion (0.9., pre=
and adjunct quittions, advanced organizers)-often
alert learners- to, attend),to-,, receive, Process, tnd
assign special *inning to aboUt-to-bepresented
information Outubel',1960;, Rothkopf and Bisbicos,
1967). This information suggests a "feed forward"
feature -of -one' s -mind or -perceptual-set which acts
in ways seemingly parallel to-motivation=produced
mind set.,

3. Sensory Receptors Effectors. Information in the
environment is picked up by the individuat'S Sen-
sory Recent*: , These receptors include the
physical, phytiOlOgical elements of the
system; including the organs and -nerve networks
of sight, .sound, taste, smell, touch -and interior
physiological activities such is muscle pain,
fatigue, and aches. -Sensory Receptors pick up
information- from. the environment and: convert it
into -nerve impulses. -Sensory Effectors, on the
'other hand,- operate to act upon the -environment
via-internal behavior response commands. For
instance, while Picking up and decoding sounds
into auditory nerve impulses within-the inner
ear iptiriidet an example of Sensory Reception,
the. activity ,of ,directing the -ear to deliberately
'listen for! certain sounds is. an example of a
Sensory Effector at 'work.

13



While often identified with "selective attention"
or selective reception; this component of the
model indicates where information from the en-
vironment is actually taken -into (and by) the

processing system. To be available for later
processing, information must first be received..

4. Perceptual Register. The Perceptual Register picks

up and momentarily records thi kinds of information

associated with an-entire "perceptual system"
rather than that merely picked up by each individual'

sense organ. as >separate items (Gibson, 1966).

Several "perceptual systems" exist and function'
within the body, 'and the information they pick up

is recorded in the. Perceptual Register.

The learner is ca able of preserving the informa-
tfon (e.g., image) in this Register- for milli-
seconds after the external information is no

longer available to the Seb-stiry-Receptort. While

the capacity of the Perceptual Register apparently

is quite large, information is held for only

milliseconds.

Infortation not registered is no longer available

for further processing into the system. The

inforMatieri registered may not survive the aced,

ing operations which translate' sensory information

into the "languages" the storage, memory, and

processing-,systems require. Hence, partt of the

Sensory Registered information will not reach the

Transient Storage or Short Term Memory (Haber,

1970).

Certain. types.-of sensory information which reach

the Perceptual -Register are automatically con-

verted to-messages which direct-,_a :behavior re-

sPonse.: Sensual data which require an immediate

response (e.1., a hand on a hot stove): ark,regis-

tered as ,such-i(f.e., reflex action required).

A message, is 'then immediately sent to the Response

Activator to behave is appropriate, "reflex" ways

(Le., pull the hand away)-.

5. Transient Storage.- Information passing through

this transporter mechanism must receive immediate

1 -4

10



attention or its specifics are quickly lOst.

In thi s,- coMponent, information is presented
and -then rapidly "pushed out" -within a few

seconds,. Information "pushed' out" is lost

to:the-Memory and -all later processing

systems. However, information which is
attended -to may--be- preserved and remembered

for-longer periods-of -time. Unfortunately,

the Transient StOrage-is often _equated with

Short lerm-Memory rather than being seen as

-the- data conveyer- operation that it is.

6. Strivivin%Transient Storer. Information

-mowing rough -the- Trans ent Storage will

remain- for a short period' of time (i.e., a.

matter of 'seconds) and, is then discharged-

(Baddeley; 1972). The protetsing syttem
operates, to instantly decide what is to be

done with this information. These decisions

-determine what will be retained verbatum,
whether the ',gist' Of-the onstage is enough,

to remember, and/or what-other-actions may

be called for to deal with the information.
If the information is deemed meaningful in

some way,- the - result- is a. "memory- tr=ace" of

this inforMition within Short Term,Memory.
Unless motivated to do otherwise, the
tendency Of the -system is' to iallOw the,
specific information passing throUgh to be-

-lost to the- memory system, while a- memory

trace. Of the ,general gist of the details

survives ind -is kept alive in Short Term-Memory

(Berelson and Steiner, 1964).

7. Short Teem Memo/ 'Short Term Memory includes

'that which -can remembered -about" recently-

reCeived information. In contrast to the

Transient Storage which serves an-extremely,short,
"data, flow" function, Short'Term'Memory-serves a

"recol 1galon-remembrance" functi This memory

operatiOn tends _to retain general, features of

recently. received information while often -allowing

the details to be lost. At the same_ time, atten-

tion -tO detail aids this mechanism to remember

ite., -keep in mind) specific details as well)-.

15



The functiOnat,capacity of-Short-Term Memory,+

thOugh ringe-01-
items of recently received data; can be greatly

expanded by'organizing,inforMitiOvinto-units or

"chunks " -of informationAMiller, 1956). Without

interference, One-can transfer Short Term Memory

information into WorkinvMemorynwhere it-can be

rehearsed and practiced. Extended periods,of time

spentovcategorizing and "chunking" suggest Work-

ing Memory ancknot Short Term Memory operations:

However, interference disruptt the "chunking

adtivities"and'the transference of data into Work-

ing MemorY (Underio00,11964; Peterton and Peterson,

1959). ;Without attention and appropriate:rehearsal,

information in Shori TerM.MeMory will begiwtofade

out after seconds, with,up to 90x: loss after only

18 seconds (BrOadbents'1963, 1971; Peterson, and

Peterson, 1959).

Information reaching this-far into the,system has

alreadY begun-a transformation or-translation into

inforMation,Which-hts-meanihg- for 'the learner.

Thit transformatioh may result in alterations, in-

coMpletenets4 inaccuracies, and/or distortions in

the originally presented information so that it is

alore-(Or ii,made)'Compatfble with whatIthesystem

already knows and/or'expects. Wets feedback is
receive&otherwise, the_systeM wilt accept these

transformationris being equivalent to the information

Originally Oresented'in,the environment.

8. ExecUtor, Before moving on to the Working:Memory com-

ponent,_ it is .appropriate to introduce the Executor.

The Executor is the administrator-of the entire informa-

tion processing, Wiem. To do its administrative tasks,

the ExeCutor Operates--to:

a) assign-meaning-to recently encouraged and received

information..
ThisAnclOdesAnfluencing the Sensory

Beceptorsv:PerceptUat Register, and the encoding of

data to' the Transient Storage. In effect, 'it assesses,

reduces#,*slifiesOindto some degree censors inforta-

tion_entering the system (Prokasy and Hall 1963) in

Ellis-et. al., 1979).

b) assign meaning to (making sense of) information in

Short Term Memory and Working Memory. This includes

deciding what this means in terms-the---

learner can Understant(i.e., in terms that make

sense to,the learner) (FliVell, 1977;"Martin, 1971;

Postman, 1968).

1:6
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.c) dedi-de-what inforination -will 'be retained "within the
system as well 'as hot,/ -it is to be,useci, 'transformed, -

',retained';, and stor137 Such decisioni 'involve recently
received information et well as that information stored
iniand retrieved and used from Long Term Storage
(Greenb in. Gregg, 1974).

directlthe functioning of other components of the
memory .systemAi.e.,, Short Term, Working, and Long,
-Tenn Menioriel) and their interactions (Krech et. al.,
1974).'

e)--decide. how-much influence the learner's 'Cognitive-
Bel ief, System Avi 1 I have -on directing the meanings
given tti'new and recently received information.
It also identifie the'elternative responses -open
to the learner lAllport and-Postman, 1945;laromon,
1979; Tulving, 1964.

f) decide- howthe learner will respond within the
environment and situation. The Executor notifies
the Response-Activator which behavior has been
decided upon ._,_This message transmits the type
and 'kind Of -response needed in, the given- situation
(Ellis et. ,a1-.,- 1979).

§)._ direct the internal-thinking operations within the
system- responsible for conscious, thought, -prodess-
ing, and related activities and functions (Cofer,.
1973; Berelson and 'Steiner, 1964).

In 'review, the Executor diredts,,,the- inner functionings of
the memory=storage-respOnse sYstem-whith ultimately controls
what- is learned, how it :-is, stored-rand, how 'one mill' respond..
As' a general rule,- the:Executor is greatly influenced by
,preirious experiences .as:they are establishedoln the learner's
own, Cognitive-Belief -Systole _Hence, there is the overwhelMing
tendency to= PerteiVe and transform new information - to fit the
individual's existing Nvorld_vieW." -Decisions -as to what
informatiOnAs =relevant to-the learner are .made -bythe. Executor
as influ,encetby the Cognitive -Belief System.

The -E0cutor decides-Whit information, will be transferred
into Working lientry (Crowder, 1976). It also determines-
how this, -information, Will be 'transformed -and. handled
with m thi Particular menbry component. In completing
this, and many .of its other fUnctions, the Executor seems
to, operate outside the .conscious control ,of the- individual
(Shevrin and citron , 1980)
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9. _staying Alive :in Memory. The life spin-of recently

'received information, within the-processing system

up to this point'has been-amasured:in terms of

seconds. Infoemation, which is ,to bewlearnedinustbe

retained for much longer- - periods of time. For this

NUM, the learner must -take steps to keepinfOrma-
tionin-thesyttem,fOr-muchlonger periods of-time..

The longer information is kept "alive" within the-

memory .system, the more likely it will be stOiled,for

later retrieval. The learner can. keep information alive

by "rehearsing" it in various. ways- with 'past Long Term

Memories and other newAnfOemation.

There is no- doubt_ that this eehearsal-oPeration-takes

place and works (Rock, 1958; Tuiving, 1974). The primary

purpose of"reheirsal"or practice is to enable the

learnee:to understand the Meaning, message, intent,

value, and/oriuses of inforMation-in relationship to-

other information already Or just being processed. Ex-

tensive rehearsal- takes place,within Workt4MeMOry
which allows interaction betWeen Short Termand Long

Term Memories. During this operation, the information

as transformed is beinopersonalized-and further internal-

iied into information which makes-personal sense to the

learner. (Wittrock, 1979; Salomon, 1979).

10. Working Mabry: Working Memory provides the-aeena,wheee,

newly received information actively interacts with in-

formation, obtained via-Long Term Memory (Wittrock, 1979;-,

Shjtflin aneisler,1973). This interaction -tends to

"field_test",the,neW'data to determine how it will' or

might fit into the Long:Term Storage-Memory system. The

more the information seems,consistent With long term

memories-, the more likely-it -will be fOuncimeaningf41

and hence be filed-for rapid retrieval in- :Long Term Storage.

The mental application of recently received inforMation as

well as the application-of retrfeved4Oom-Long Term Storage,

information upon recently received problems takes place

within Working-Memory:

Information-reaching Working Memory includes that recently

recefietinformation-which hatteen:keptaliveLfor fUrther

procetsing. At 'this time, information tends. to be further

transformed: into the types -of data-which.has meaning for the

learner-in.light of preViousAnderstandings,and,experiences
(Greeno, 1973; Lindsay ,and. Norman; 1972; Gagne, 1976). If"

the information needs to be retained in Long_Term-Storage

as oeiginallyliveN: thiwthisrehearsal is referred to as

13



"memorizing." HoweVer, the most ..common tendency of
Working Memory operations is to transform the new
hformati on ,intO "impressi one' or "general i zati ohs"

which' the system equates with the originally given
information .(WittrOck , 1979; Weisser, 1976) .

11. Contolidation.and.Storage. At .the close of an "atten-
tion span period," the information, meanings, and iht-
Pressions' included-Within Working Memory-Will either be
" unloaded"- -into Long, Term,Storage- or 'dropped Out of
the system as if erased. The learner does not con-
sciously control: what, will be stored nor how- it will be
retained. The learner -'can work to imprOve the 1 i kel
hood-of its storage and later-retrieval. The opera-,
tiont below 'influence the what, how, and extent of in-
formation Which Moves from Working MemOry into Long Term
Storage:

a) the Mare meaning -the system- has attached to some
infOrMation;

b) the-more it has. been. appropriately transformed
and -rehearsed;

c) the more it fits in lalthough, in some cases,
contrasts) with Long Tett-Memories; and

d) the greater ti7e quality of the consolidation
which-takes place inmiediately prior to the
,close of -the= "attention -spani'"

An "attentiOn4pan" is the. periOd of time information in
Working Memory is .held before it is sent into-Long Term
Storage or is -"unloaded" from the syitem. The "attention
span" varies across learners and across situations for the
same learner (Posner, 1969): These' spans appear to be un-
consciously regulated.. The 'close of these, spins frequently
:results in. information. being-encoded and stored in Long Term
-Storage for later retrieval or It -is 'drOpPed. from the
systeth as if neveriencountered.-The hare- important it is
for the-newly received- informatihn to be retained. for later
thinking, the More, peCessary, it is for consolidation to
occur -before.the-.attention span ends.Under certain condi.=
tiOns,.-ihdiViduals,are capable of carryinginformition over

fecal' one span period' to, the next. This ability ,rives the
appearance that the Working Memory component -has- "elastic
qualities;" .e. 9. it acts as ,thOugh it has 'stretched' its
capacitles to accomodate infOrmation processing across
attention' span periods.
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-Unless motivations and perceptions function otherwise,
the results-of the encoding-to-storage operation tend to
sipport previout generalizations and impression's "(Or -schemata)
that the learner already' posseites while tending to store
specific details _where they-are _More difficult to retrieve
(Conrad, 1964; Duet, 1976; Sachs., 1967). In most situations
where new 'information has been encountered by -the learner,
consolidation of the- contents- in Weirking' Memory is necessary
to help-ensure its transfer into 'Long Term Storage, (Bauman and

Glass, 1969; Tishrier and Power, 1978).

12. Long Term Storage. Long Term-Storage should not be equated
with Long Term:Memorr. The information -contained- in Long
Term Storage is extensive,- detailed,, and,-somewhat ,permanent-
(Loftis- and, Loftus, 1980). While-there is a theoretically
limitlest amount of such _storage Space, it seems that once
informatiOn is stored, in LongTerm Storage,.-there is a
great deal that appears- to get "loSt.-" A transfer -to- storage
operation encodes the data from Working:Memory and files it
as is appropriate.. Such encoding- and filing is beyond-the
Conscious control Of the learner (Shevrin and Dickman-, 1980).

13. Retrieval- and Learning. Information which can be recovered
from Long -Term Storage and 'used reveals what: has been 'learned.'
By definition_ thit -recovery is recjirtred since it suggests- the
information is available, over time for use in- thinking -arid
behaving. The, more.stable this thinking and behaving is across
time periods,, the:better-the indication -Of _how _Well- the -infor-
mations was originally learned. This retrieval. operation
produces information as required by the learner for' a given,
situation. -Higher forms. of thinking-learning_ require,' ater
retrieval bUt they are.,nOt restricted to -just how 'much one

can recall. '-These =highef7orms .Lare characterized_ by how
well 'the learner can use retrieved information -to guide
"thinking -and behavior without-having- to take time to "think
about" the information before using it. Thinking, and be-
having guided:by the learner =s Cognitive- Beliefs are in-
dications of -higher leVel thinking and behavior.4

14. tonQ Term-Memory.. LOng Tenettenfory includet that Which--

the learner_ "remembers -about what is stored." This .memory
component also, directs "how"- Stored informati ow is remem-
bered. This :memory- coMpOnent and not Long Term Storage
di reds- the _retrieval -Operations- of searching-, locating,
recovering, organizing and "constructing information
stored in Long, Term -Storage:.
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The retrieval Of data from tong Term Storage via
Long Term Mernory.May be accurate in-many-details.
Frequently, Material seems- to- be fabricated (in-
venteil)1 -by, the nformation- processing system, at
the time the _memory reports its findings. Thus,
-Missing information-is Often filled.in to present_
a reasonably complete_ and consistent "memory"
(Berelson-,and:Steiner, 1964;. Loftus and:Loftus,,
1980): -"Forcjetting" (Or the failure to retrieve
accurate,' complete, and/or detailed: infOrmation
from/ Long Term Storage) is a failurt_of_the ,Long
Term-Memory-,retrieval 'operation rather- than a
failure-of 'the:,sterage system.

15. Retrieved` Information. SinCe_ information
and how it may' be used to guide thinking_ as,:retrieved
via Long Term-Memory is "learned leformatiOrW the
memory-system-depends um" itslearningt to make
sense -of and- think_ throtiik newly received inforinatien.
Thit learned information is constantly being used in
Working Melibry to assist- the learner 'comprehend". and
'personalize' new inforiation. As.-A.general
the, memory systere-Usei learned inforinaticin make

the new infortation compatible with that remembered
and retrieved via-Long-Term Memory. -Seen in -this way,.
"relevancy " `assigned to new iriformatiOn -_depends -upon

the associations which can be- made.between -new and
previously storeCiinformation.

16. The riitive..413etief -S stem._ The Cognitive-Belief
ys s- genera out Long Term Storage-Mentryi.
It is an Orginized7framewOrk- which-lunctions to
separate, departMentalize, structure, and develop
hierarChial arrangaiints _of 'the major ideas, guidelines,
beliefs, and -general izitient-the learner 'understands
from and .forms About :the universe in which-s/he lives.
Thete 'cognitiveubeliefs' -focus-on the learner as a
person:(i.4:s the Self) -as well as the_ relationthips--
s/he has with -the World-- outside

The Cognitiverlielief System contains the learner's
world- view, values, beliefs-, and attitudes as ..wel 1; _as
those ideas and = generalizations .which -are used to make
'sense -out -of ,personal experiences. -AS a' general rule,
the -CognitiveoBeliet .System- through :the, Conieryator
Operates to: influente the entire sYsten to "see" ;Ind
"understand " .things in Ways consistent with:the

world view and the perceived Self.



17. Conservator: The_Cognitive,Belief System- .exercises
is con tendency-via the Conserv/4dr. This
Conservatdrexerts a strong influence on the EXeCutor
and- Long Term;Memory operatic* toHretrieVe And/or pro-
cess informationvie,ways consistent-With the learner's
leticiotisiarcePtions an&existinpworld view. .While
the Conservator does not control- the_Executor-.10e-Lohg-

Teem Memory, prier reinforcements and_repeated similar
experiences,allow these components to be easily-influ-

enced by the:ConservatOr. In essence, the, Executor is

quite "gullible" to the,influence-exerted-by the:ton!.
servitor. This eXplaini why individuals almost -always

perceive new experiencetAndtevives-Oatt memories to
conformclatheir present world view. It also explains

-why, oh-some occasions the learner May-resist this-con-
.

servative, conforming world view and-adapt new =per-

tepOons, ideas, and-beliefs about Self-And-theilorld.

18. Influence on Behavior Not only do Previous learnings
and--the Cognitive-belief' System-influentOhinking within
Working_MemorY, they also provide the, ExeOuter WithAtta

.aboOt alternative:or needed,behavioral ,retponiesand/or

performances. This information inferts the_ExeCUtOr
which then- uses the information to reactra-decisiOn.
Should-the situation and d-cOntent call fee4 habitual

pittern,of retponte-orroutine-lehaviorAlorautoma-
liiitreactions"-(Furst, 1979)) 4 thelExecutOrallows
existing_Cognitive-BeliefsAnd LohgJerwMemories-to
operate With-a-telatively open, automatit_hand in
directing the eesponse. learned-inforthation-taY also
be Used to influence'what is attended to,Aelectet, And/or
rejectedWithin.the early stages of the .proceSsing opera-

tiOns.

19. AesponseActivator. Thelesponse_Activator-functiOns
asAhe-entire.neryous systemin responding in-the given

Situation. Thiscomponent:receies orders from the
Exetutoris to-What--thiresponse,Will be-and,then
OireCts the-iariOUOhystOlogical- sYstemt: (e.g., muscles)

to,careYbut theorder. The Perceptual-. Register. also,

send:direCtives,to thii Activator component. initiating

what.is,Called ax "-reflex action."

20. Sensory 'Effectors.. Sensory Effectors are the sense

organs; muscles, anciother phystologicalvoMpOnents
which carryout the response transmttted'from,the
Executor "by Way of .the Response Activator:,

22
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THE DOMAIN OF COGNITION

1:00- PREPARATION

"OBSERVATION" -(Sensory input of data);

2.00 RECEPTION,

2.10 Li teratfon

2.20 Recognition

,2.31), Recoil ecti on

3.00 TRANSFORMATION

3.10 Pertontlisition*J--
ze.:tt

.

- .,-,- , _,_;-,Eiz'AsZ-,' .
3.20 Adaptation

"INFORMATION- ACtIitTIONN-
O
'(Encoding anCitora

41.

ge of infor-
OM OM OM M

mationAntOLOni Term- Storage)

4.00 RETENTION

4.10 'Recognition

4.20 -Recoli ecti on

SAO. TRANSFERSION

5.10 Replication

5.20 Variation

6.00 INCORPORATION

17.00 -ORGANIZATION

8.00 GENERATION.,

Figure 2:

An outline of the major levels and sublevels of the Domain of Cognition-.
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21. ,Feedback-Feedforward. A ,behavior or thought

,generated by the, learner is supported or re-
jected in whole or in part as a result of the
information which is received into the,process-
Mgsystem aboit that thought or behavior.- If

a particular guideline is. used and produces

positive results to the learner, the guideline

is- likely to be used again in similar situations.

Negative results provide feedbadk as to what did

not work, as well as feedforward about what

probably won't work or should' be avoided in the

future. Information provided' by the environment

in regard to the learner's behavior must- be re-

ceived, by the Sensory Receptors and the -processing

1:If' this newly received information begins its

journey through the system -(Wittrock, 1979;

McKeachie, 1976).

A Note on the "Ecological Validity" of the SPInPrOM Model=

These phases, components, and operations possess "ecological

validity" in that they provide a practical and realistic overview of

how individuals-.process infoiination within their natural environments

(Meister, 1976). Findings from empirical research studies using human

'subjects and conducted in the natural environments of the learner sup-

port the model. Of equal importance is the fact that teacher educa.!,

tors and teacher, trainees have reported the SPInPrOM model explains how

students AS well as themselves are likely to think, behaie, and learn

within and outside= classroom' settings.

THE DOMAIN OF COGNITION----

As shown by the SPInPrOM model, information presented to be learned

undergoes a great deal of processing on its way through the system. In

some cases, what happens to this information is not what the teacher

would like have happen. Now that these processing events are familiar,

it seems appropriate to introduce a sequence which has more direct

application for considering outeome-of-instruction behaviors. This se-

quence 'takes the form of -a taxonomic system entitled the Domain of

Cognition,.

The Domain of Cognition includes eight levels of cognitive and

cognitive-affect thinking and learning-related behaviors (see Figure

2). This Domain also includes two 'pseudo levels'- which point out ,where

,two crucial learning-related activities take place within this explana-

tion of the thinking-learning continuum. Within this sytem, thinking is
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defined as "'any mental activity" while learnin is defined as "acquir-

ing a new thought or behavior which wil oe retained, maintained at a

reasonably stable level, and demonstrated situations across

time." Thinking may result in earning as well as incorporate previous

learnings, but it is not to be equated with learning. The Domain of

Cognition includes pre-learning thinking levels and post-learning levels

which operate within and may result from classroom instruction. One ad-

vantage of this taxonomy.is that it helps teachers to view the entire

range of thinking-learning activities likely to occur during and as an

outcome of instruction.

The levels of the Domain of Cognition described below identify

the sequence of processing information for thinking and learning from

an instructional viewpoint. This taxonomy is not a modification of

the Bloom-Krathwohl systems. It is an entirely new system and should

be- seen as such. And although the Domain of Cognition is related to

the SPInPrOM model, the reader is advised not to look for an exact

one-to-one correlation between components of these separate models.

Progressing Up the Levels of the Domain of Cognition

The eight levels and two "pseudo" levels of the Domain of Cognition

are presented below in sequence from the lowest to highest levels.

These levels are described in linear order for convenience and reada-

bility (See Figure 2).

Level 1:00 PREPARATION. The Preparation level

indicates that the learner's existing "perceptual set"

or "mind set" toward the class, course, content, etc.,

affects what information will be received by the

learner. The learner's motivations, needs, attitudes,

and expectations operate to influence what and how

information in the environment will be attended to,

noticed, and taken in. This level represents the

pre-Observation readiness of the learner immediately

prior to the presentation of an experience or

information.

First Placebo Level: OBSERVATION. This

placebo level is included to Indicate where the

actual intake of external information occurs within

this sequence of thinking-learning. This level is

added for completeness. Information not taken if

or "observed" via the senses is not available to

the learner for later processing, thinking, or

learning.
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the levels and sublevels of the Domain of Cognition illustrated in hierarchial fora.
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Level 2:00 RECEPTION. The ReCeptor level describes

the way's :Tearners-may report. and/record the information

they-have received.. Learners are capable of thinking

about recently received information '4n three specific

ways. First, they may report t-what they are taking in, at

the present moment. This Literation-sub-level involVes
thelearnees-identification-of -the information .immediately

before him-or her. The second sub-level, Recognition, in-,

volves the ability to identify Whither information currently

available-to the learner is similar to-or different from

inforMatiOn presented earlier in the same lesson. The

`highest sub - level, Retollection, requires the ability to

completely. recall froM Short Term or 'Working Memory the

information which_ii_needed for-a particular response.

Reception level thinking involves operations of Short Term and

Working-meMories,since it deals with information _recently received in-

the given class period. Learner responses on-this Tevel have not as -

yet- reached Long Ter0 Storage, so the teacher is not to infer-the

response has-been learned. -Reception level thinking is not equivalent

to: long term retention of the: information received by the learner.

Level 1:OTTRANSFORMATION. Transformation level

thinking is where-the learner-translates JUst-received

information in ways that make personal sense to htm/het.

To increase the,chances of 'being: into Long Term

Storage, inforMation just received must be given meaning

that' "makes sense"' of "this information in terms the

learner will Understand:, Ouring.this phase of thinking,

learners; translate, recently received information into a

form and version which gives -it meaning as well as'has

meaning for them. In transforming this infOrMation,

-earners may alter or change its message, content, in-

tent, accuracy, or details in order to make sense of it.

The-activity'of assigning meaning to this recent informa-

tion is associated with the "Personalization" sub=level

of Transformation.

The second sub-level is-called "Adaptation." Adaptation is=where

learners practice using_or, "rehearse" neWly received information and

the meanings-which have been assigned to it: This rehearsal may include

using,the infotmatign as guidelines (or rules) to-direct,uniprocess and

megaprocess thinking.5 Researsal actually-serves to,helpthe learner field

test-, various uset'whith may- be -put to the new information. It allows

the learner to comprehend the information in regard to its,possible and

appropriate uses. Adaptation level 'rehearsal, especially when accompa!

nied,by external constructive 'and corrective feedback, increases the
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likelihood that information received in a given class period will be,

encoded more completely. and correctly into Long Term Storage.

Second Placebo Level: INFORMATION ACQUISITION.

This second placebo step in the-sequence operates beyond

the conscious control` of the learner. Added for complete-

ness, this step identifies where the acquisition, encoding,

and storage of recently transformed-information from Working

Memory into-Long Term-Storage following the close of an

"attention spin" occurs. .

Level 4:00 - RETENTION. Retention is that level where-the
learner-demonstrates.the ability to Successfully search., lo-

cate, and recover infgnnation stored-in Long Term Storage

via Long Term Memory. 0 This ability to recover information

-whenand as necessary from Long Term Storage provides evi-

dence that learning on a minimal level has Occurred.

(Note: As pointed'out in-the SPInPrOM model, information

received by" the -learner in a given-class period and recalled

and used from Short Term and/or Working-Memories is-not-

evidence of successful learning. Learning is dependent upon

retrieval frail Long TermItorage--a phenomenon not possible

to measure during-the class period during which the informa-

tion is first-Teceived.)

"Recognition" is the lower Of the two sub-levels of

Retention. Recognition behavior requires the learner-to

retrieve sufficient information to verify or indicate

whether a partiCular set_of data has-been experienced
previously (e.g., multiple choice or matching test items).

On the other hand, "Recollection" requires the learner to

recover informationto complete or fill in gaps of missing

data (e.g., completion or fill -in-the-Alanks tests).

Level 5:00_TRANSFERSION: Transfersion represents the

learner's ability to go beyond-mere retrieval of informa-

tion via Long Term Memory. It requires the demonstration

of the use of the information in relevant situations.

During this phase, the learner must make regular and

appPopriate use of guidelines-or rules which have been

retrieved from Long Term Storage. This ability is indicative

of higher levels of learning and -thinking since both require

the reasonably-Stable use of retrieved guidelines or rules

as the basis or guide for behavior. (Note: Learners use

these guidelines as-the basis for various uniprocesses and

megaprocesses and to deal with'problems similar to those

studied previously./ It is not the uniprocess, the type
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The Levels of the Domain of Cognition: Short Descriptors
iliNIM.0.1011010i

1.9 011mAtIoN (Fatties: Ileadyisg te.receive and/or copilots of accepting information)
itugieli make ready te'receivecittesdiecor accept information
Students 4111044, to receive, attend to, or accept isformatise
Stoats we me' which-alert them to_pay attention to amine experiences.
Students-possess the cognitive structure to-facilitate information about to be received

'OSSEINATIOS° (function: Taking in-and beanie, emirs of infirmities and stimuli)
Stomas' take -in information and stimuli as sensory input of data
Sweats receive stimuli through their senses fres external- environment and sources
StudestS became consCieverawareuflhe products of -their own beholder and-thinking

3.0 MOTION, (faction: Neticieg,asd remembering %fellatio that has just been. presented)
Students tags in led-skits infirmities that is presented-befgre-them at the time it is.present
Stollens reueller inforoaties-eneggh te.reciepise-it when presented later in some class period.
Students recall leformatiewthat was preluded-virile intone class period/lesson.
Students =reveal their knowledge if liftmen's!' presented Norio, the same class:: oried

(faction: lisle, iiesimite informal's thet:hasAsst,been received
Stuseets make Seale of saily-received inferiestion is ways they understand it
Students truster.* recently takes in information into persomally meaningful information
Students process meetly received infirmities to understood how-to use it
Students use sostureceivedinfermation to identify aid verify its uses
Students give seaming to the uses that have Just been put to recently received information

stareematen Acolorrigir (Fatties: Placing information and musings into Long Term Seepage)
Suggests estosaticallyasd incenscieusly =dovecot', received intonation &ed-
itor, it into-teng,Ters Storage

Studints_dosenstrate-tandency to store meanings given to data over-theictual data itself
Students demonstrite tendency to disregard and not=sure information- which As not Meaningful
to them

Students are able-to retrieve whiff needed information stored in Long Term Storage

A.O 'Varlet ifunction: 'Identifying lateral:ion retrieved from Long Term Storage)
Stumm remember infirmities enough to recognize it way it is presented to than later
Students recall end provide inforsition they neeCto deal-with a question. problem, etc.
Students recall answers **who, sliat, seen, where, and some heir and why °vestiges
-Students can tommeier guidelines-they can use an a basis for all higher level chinking
AM-lemming

3.0 TINISMSICS (function: Wag recalled information (gmidelines) to deal -with now situations)
Stoats make use of recalled guidilimes to-deal with-situations amd_probleme familiar to hugSwims make use of recalled guidelines in situations new to MI
Students use recalled guidelines with one desire processes or procedures to deal with
various situations aid problems
Students practice wise recalled guidelines to nester their-correit

1.0 INCORPORATION Olfaction Using information(evidelineilwhich has been internalized)
Aments useerstamdvidelless so -well -that it becomes an automatic and was:cloys basis
for tbeirthiskieg
Students use Wid011iOS to deal with situations without consciously being more of what
UO8162116* they missing
Students wee internalized guidelines to fern sew combinations and arrergemests 10141401mi
to deal witboltuations er;prehlems.

7.0 OROANtiATICe, (Function: Interrelating had prioritizing all pruvleiely understood
information)

Students form and make use of their cognitive-bellef system
Stidests astamotically amd,ocenecleuely arremge interrelate, and prioritize information
and meanie. My understaneand have intermallz4
Students .vie their cognitive-belief system to influence what-information is .-..)ceived and
what meanings it is gtven

'ODIRATION (function: Synthesizing previous information to fore now ideas and
vederstasdisgs)

Swint* form new ideas and understandings "by integrating old guidelines to thinkingStudents create new understandings and products by synthesising (e.g.,:fiegel) previous,oetrszandings and information

Short descriptions of the levels of the Domain of Cognition.
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Major Categories in the Domain of _Cognition Taxonomy
(Stahl, 1979)

-DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MAJOR CATEGORIES IN 'THE DOMAIN OF COGNITIoN

1. PALMATION -Preparation refers to the mental readiness of the individual imiediately before and
at. the time now information. is &resented:, This. level stresses _ the, need for students to have the
background and mental set--to be ready for new information. The' student outcome is the cognitive
background and attitude -to- take in outside= experiences -and. input.

2. Reception refers to. the reciting-of information immediately in front Of the indiviMM., like reading aloud) orlicallinrinfonstion that has rocently.bea presented
witbin:the sae lesson.- This learning.outtome is for studentr-to recall a wide range of .

inforoationrin mods the-'sae fan It wespreseetad. The student' is required-to recognize or
recall the aporopriate-inforation trarshort tors or working Nary. -Reception-represents
information the student-can retrieve from amory-mithin a few hours after. encoontarint.this, .
information._

..
. . .

. ...- .:,. .

3. TION Transformation Wen'to the ways* students may alter or change the original ...-,
information as- they try to give it waning. This understanding may be demonstrated by changing

-the wording_ of the- information (paraphrasing), by personalizing it (changing it-in a way-that
.r

makes sense,to the individual), or by practicing-this new information to-Onderstand its uses !
(applying the infonestion- in particular-situations). This level of student learning outcomes
represents-the lowest level of -ctaprehension, with the practice step requiring the application
4f rules, methods, laws, etc.,durlitg the lesson-where thessara first encountered and used.

...,

sk

4.. INTUITION Retention refers, to the recalling fria.memory. of previously-learned information and
trensftramtions ,approximetely-24hours after -this, intonation was:first. taught, about. This-
Student learnine,outcome includes the recall' of a wide rangeOf Anformation.fron specific facts
to results of-applications' theymede-dwriag previous lessons. The student is required to
recognize or recall appropriate information using Long Tens-Meary. Retention represents the
lowest level of learned'atames possible-in-the Domain of*Cognition.

. e.***

'S. TW$FRSIQN Transfersion is the ability to use intonation retrieved brim, Tenn Memory in
tWific situations similar to ..d/or different from those where-the information was first-
practiced. This level is where students consciously r..-ember the rules, lams, principles that
are to be applied, and them use these in appropriate situatioss.

.

I. IIICNPATIOR Incorporation is the ability to us -information in appropriate situations stk.!'
IMT-Intseris- automatic and heblital withest the studat's-cascious recall and application,
of the infatuation. Os this level, students demonstrate -the ab111ty to apply rules..
principles, l., etc., that-they have leaned to use without coaciously.rameering these

vales, lam, etc., they aro using. This level represents a high level of-internalizing
lemmatise -and its various applications and Nally occurs only after amorous practices at
the Treastersiem level.- .

7.
ftZITIO1( Organization represents that level-whereby students express how, they: have

Student- iwerrinrwenalererri ligtelltwr leargT. as
pert

(r`efttrifsr.:"Prolin, preferences
ter iefermitioa already noire/ or they ray explain or assess situations or new experiences
in WIN Of their cognitive9eliefs. Student beliefs, attitudes. Idols, stereotypic er
prejudicial yes, and the like, are nest-often reflections of this level.

s. supitelliiieratiss Is the ability ts produce new sets of rules, principles, guidelines.
Mich represent union -aeMnatises or synthesis-of be or mere sets of rules,

principles, eth.,;unfeh the stviiset-heelleeteme in the -Incorporation level. This new, set of
rules, set., is. tabs appropristelte a situotien or to explain a phonemsnon and should
'represent a ,less Aseples.way of deseriblet or .solving,the siteetisee
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Examples of- General Instructional Objectivesandiehavioral,Torms

for the Domain of Cognition Taxonomy

ILLUSTRATIVE-GENERAL

. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

_ILLUSTRATIVE BEHAVIORAL TERMS FOR,
STATING SPECIFIC LEARNING OUTCOMES

(None appropriate)
Report or indicate-a readiness to tegin or
engage in an activity.

Understands-information and facts
RecogniZes details and data
Knows verbal information

Understendsitells of kmothod
Knows a formula,or,principle
Recognizes laws or theories

Report a definition, description, explanation,
fact, table, listing, name, or other details Of
inforation,oreatch, select, or indicate any of
the &boy% reference to information as it was
given during theAdtt completed leiion.

Understands laws-or-theorii
Comprehends information
Understands facts'
=Knows the meaning of

*-: Reportalersphrasing;,translition, rewriting,
restating, explanation, or other personal
version of information presented during- the just

completed lesson.

Ark- les-principlosto-a situation,
Utilizes steps of a method-

Solves problems
Constructs examples of a graph

_Classifies; combines, -compares, condenses,

converts, describes,-distinguishes, estimates,
svaluatesobstracts, -interprets, organizes,
:Proposes,:solects, solves, translates, rates,
'verifies, gives examples using information
presented-during the -just. completed-

Understands infornation,and facts
Recognizes details and data
Knows verbal, information
-Knows laws, principles or rules
Understands-steps'of4 method

Report-sfact, description, or -any other infor-
mation which'indicates retrieval of informition
from previous lessons:- Write down, orally
express, match,-select-or indicate associations,

-classes, comparisons, descriPtiOns, definitions,
distinctions, estimates, evaluations,_solutiOns,
etc., and/Or therules used to-Complete-these or
an explanation how these rules could-be used:

Understands -laws or theories

Appliesinformation
Utilizessteps of a method
Solves problems
Applies principles or laws
Understands how infOrmaticeis used

Classifies, combines, comperes, condenses:

converts, describes,,distinguishes,lostimates,
evaluates, abstracts, 'interprets, organites,,
proposes, selects, solves, rates, ranks,
confirms', or -gives new examples using.Anformation-
recalled from previous lessons to obtain Ind/or
explain these results.

(Same as above)

I

l
(Same as above, except behaviors-have become
-habitual.ones,for the student in similar

situations)

'Demonstrates consistent and predictable beliefs
Provides consistent and defensible rationale
Demonstrates commitment to a particular

perspective
Appreciates-how a technique works
Values i(particular point of view!!! product

Initiates, performs, volunteers, modifies,
;supports, defends, ranks, rates, selects, com-

pletes (or swots in other behaviors which-

reflect a pervasive, consistent, and predictable

set of beliefs, values, perceptions, or

viewpoints)..

7.

Formulates a. new set of rules or principles
Develops a new explanation
Formulates a now,way of solving a problem

-Creates, compass, devises, generates, con-
structs, develops, - explains, synthesizes, or

combines knew set of rules. principles,
guidelines, methods, etc. (once mastory'of each

original rule, principle, etc., has been

demonstrated on the Incorporation level).
In
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of guidelines` used, nor the problems encountered -which

signify higher leVel learning-orthinking., The cri-
terion is that the guidelines used -as the basis. of the
thinking,or tehavior must come via Long Term-Memory).

Learners.caddemonstrate Tfansfertion level learning
in-one of-two ways. When-learners use guidelines on-a
reasonably stable level in various situations much like
those where the guidelines wereHoriginally practiced,
this behavior represents ':Replication" sub-level
learning. When these same guidelines. are being. applied
to situations dissimilar to those where the guidelines
were firit learned, "Variation" learning is evidenced.

Level 6:00 INCORPORATION. After a set of guidelines
or rules is understood so well that its use becomes auto-
matic, the learner is considered to have reached the in-
corporation level for guiding thinking- =and- behavior.

Sometimes thit level is- evidenced by the-learner'S ability
tddsera guideline or_rule.withoutbeing able to recall
the details_ of which guideline was used. At some point,

the learner understands a set of-guidelines and its related
cues so well that it no longer becomes necessary or
efficient to, consciously recall the guidelines automatically
as appropriate-cues Are presented.

The Incorporation level signifies thatthe,learner has
internalized &set of guidelines,so well that its meaning-
hribeen abstracted and cam be used without the-learner
having to consciously think about the guidelines, The

learner uses guidelines understood owthis level to guide
various uniproceSses-and,megaproCestes in,problem-solving
situations. In essence:, Incorporation level implies the
learnef has achieved habitual almost unconscious use of a
single or agiven_set of-guidelines, rules, orprinciples.

Level 7:00 ORGANIZATION. The Organization-level repre-
sents the arrangement of an interrelationi among the vast
-number of-guidelines-and,rules Whicithaveleen internalized
by the learner. The exact nature of how thit Organization
is established, occurs, or is structured: is not known. Its

influences on the learner suggest this Organization_ frame -
work is'departmentalized and hierarchial in that different
types of-guidelinet and rulet seem to have more influence
(i.e._,Jossess-a higher priority) than do.others. This

frameWOrk is often referred to as one's Cognitivelelief
ystem.
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Level- 8:00 GENERATION. They Generation level does
not necessarily -signify-the .mentaillY highest level of
thinking but seems to represent' a -.very_-sophisticated
-mentaloperation ,not Utilizedrbymost-persons.,
eration, representicthe synthesizing of several guide-
lines -understood -as abstractions, and :not- previously
.interrelated. The mere use--of several combinations,
of guidelines (no matter 'how complex) doet not signify
Generation. This phase -rOresents more than- the
-transfer ,of,guidelities- to a new situation or context.
Generation reqUiret the gehuine production of a.-new,
set 'Of "-guidelines, a new idea or -a new-explanation
which is internally consistent 'and-adequate while
repretenting the. synthesis , i dialectic or
"Janus thinkingn, of two or titre- previously separate
perspectives or -sets Of guidelines.

One of the more Unique features _of the Domain of Cognition is its
awl-dance of- the use -of specific processet (e.g., Application, 'Analysis;
and. Synthesit), as the -basis for determining -mhigher" and "ldwer" levels
of thinking and-learning. The findings. in cognitive .psychology reveal
that, higher level thinking and behavior is related to the degree to
WO- one- has internaliied and uses rules to guide -thinking. It is not
the process itself which determines the,'"highness" or-"lowness" ,of tEr
level of thinking., Rather, it is the level One has acquired and in-
ternalized_the rules :to guide, the various processes which determine the
appropriate level, of one's thinking (Segal--and Stacy, 1975).

Consistent with this research literature, the Domain -of Cognition describes
a sequence of degrees or levels which information and rule-May be internal-
ized and, used by the 'learner. Figure 3- illustrates 21 separate mental opera-
tions or ways -which individuals, may use rules iii thinking and responding.
Each mental' oreration uni rocest represents a-distinct way the learner can
make -use of Miles or -guide met w ich have been acquired. So-called "complex
Processes" or megaprOcesses,are defined as 'complexes! .Or combinations of uni-
processes which are used to respond to- a 'tingle =situation or probleiir.

Therefore, it is -possible for learners_ to use- the same uniprocess
on -any one of several different levels of -thinking- and' learning-, (1 e
Transformation, TransfersiOn2 Incorporation, -Organization and:Generation).
Teachers must learn to focus their attention on-helping -learners increase
the degree- to whiCh they internalize rules whiCh can- become_ the basit for

. higher levels Of thinking. They must also abandon their belief that it
is the process itself rather than the degree -of the internalization
which determines "higher" level 'thinking- and behavior. Finally,
teachers MO consider-the. act of "processing" information as- "rehearsal
time" when the- learners are practicing putting, the rules and- guidelines
to use, thus increasing. the likelihOod these rules will be acquired and
further internalized.
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The aboVe represents a :brief. sdescription of some -of. the major
features of the DoMain of Cognition. The eight levels -include both pre -
learning -and post-acquisition, learned behaviors. Preserviice and inset--
vice teachers at Arizona State University are currently using the-taxo-
nomic system as a basis for 'identifying and writing. specific behavioral/
instructional-Objectives4 They are-alsoi aping_ test items. to
measure the various outcome behaviors' as'sociated- with these different
levels. With these uses and attributes,; the DoMain of Cognition rePre-
sents 'an, important new addition to the:field of teacher education and
TS a viable_ alternative to the taxonomic models presently-being used..

Some Principles of Learning and Thinking

In reflecting -upon,,the sinriptiori and the Domain of -COgnition models
described above, the following litt presents useful -principles for in-
structional deSigners and teachers to consider, in planning, for and
,assessing the outcomes of instruction:

a) the indiVidual- learner is, confronted with so many
spetifit details in the environment that it is a
wonder- that-:as much :detail as does is ,eventually
stored in and retrieved from -Long Terin Storage (Deese

and Hulse,. 1967).

b) the processing system has a general' tendency to deal
with and produce generalizations and impressions of
what. inforination was received rather than retain the
spedific details of this information (Crowder, -1976;
Kolers, 1974; Sachs; 1967).

c)' a learned behavior is impossible to confirm at the
time new inforination -is first encoUnterel, even
though one's performance might suggest otherwise.
The cla.csrOom:teacher should follow the -general rule
-of_waiting ,24 hours until the next class period begins
to measure what ,was retained and can-at least be re-
trieved and used via Long Term Memory. This 24-WEr
period, has precedence in learning-Memory, research
(Postman and Rau,/ 1957);-Diese; and Hulse, 1967).
Learned behavior-Cannot be demonstrated during the
class ,peridd -inforlifaWn was first received:4

d) there is no inherent difference 'between information
useful for guiding cognitive (e.g., geometric theorems)
and information useful for guiding affective (e.g.,
reasons for making moral decisions) thinking and
learning (Meehan, 1969;. Messid, 1979).. It is the
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society, culture, institutionst_g;., which attach

special meaning, to such information and give 'the

appearance that- affective-values,-morall,and/or
normative oriented information do-possess inherent

oualitative features. The learner actually deals

.4ith=cognitive guidelines (e.g., hOw to read a map)

the same way as affective guidelineS (e.g., do unto

others as you would-have themAo-unto you)-Within

the tnformation,processing syttem.

e) the learner continually uses and is'inflUenced,by

informatiOn-and understandings
froehis/her own

Cognitive4elief'System-and-Long
Term-Memory which

in turn operate to assist the learner transform,

select, make> sense of,_ and assign meaning to new

experiences ,and-data (Samuels, 1974). By and large,.

the-entire-information
processing system tends to

trintlate new information and -experiences to make:

them'conform to and compatible witkone's existing

Cognitive-Belief System and Long- Term° lemories.

f) the 'individual uset rules as the basis for guiding

his/her thinking,and-behavior.
The critical role

rules. (or guidelines) play in psychological pro-

cessing must Wunderstood by teaches ,(Segal and

-Stacy, 1975). Rules-or guidelines:do provide the

basic explanations, reasons,
and basis for, behavior

(i.e.., one- behaves because of the OperatiOn_of cer-

tain guidelines at the time of:hit/her behavior)-

(Katona, 1940; Postman,.:
1954, Segal and Stacy, 1975;

Zeiler, 1963).

g) the use of. a rule or guideline by a student does not

necessarily mean S/he camidenttfy (at least before =-

hand) what the rule is (Erickson and:Jones, 1978; Wason

and-Evans, 1975)'. At the same time, recalling or

stating a ruTOoes not 'necessarily mean .pne-Under-

stands,it nor can use-it
(EricksonandAones, 1978) ;

Van Ouyne-, 1974). -Furthermore, the learning of in-

formationas informatian is different from- learning

information as-guidelines and using it (Gagne and

Brtggs, 1974).

h) the individual tends to learn how -to use guidelines

in certain situations when (and seemingly only when)

certain specific cues
associated with those guidelines

are present. Ple-more these-and situations appear

during. initial rehearsali and the more-the individual
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is reinforced to use the guldelinei with these

and only these cues, theless likely the

be =able to-transfer'these guidelines

to new situations at latel="fiires'iDerelson and

Steiner, 1964;Anight, 1963; Luchins, 1942y.

Transfer of learning implies:the transfer of

videtines7originally-assocjated-wtth-one type of

=sitUation.to other, ,situatioht where their use is

appropriate but not necessarily evidence to the

individual.

i) theconsistentandtometiies contradictory research

findings related to the effects Of external cues,

stimult, and-reinforcers suggest very strongly that

the. effects of these external variables are learner

-determined and not externally-determined (McKeichte,

1976; Wittrock, 1979),

j) the individual learner operates frequently on two

different "levels" of thinking and processtng of

information: As the learner retrieves and uses

information via Long Term. Memory to, work with

recently received information, thinking using re-

trieved-from-storage information represents higher

level thinking while mental-activities working

with recently received information represent lower

level thinking.

The SPInPrOM model and the domain of Cognition are tupported,by

extensive findings related to human learning research and possess

ecological validity from the perspective of inservice and preservice

teachers. These twn;iyitems are compatible with a wide variety of

apparently divergent schools of psychological thinking. Both also rep-

resent feasible models to differentiate among the internal/aspects of

memory, thinking and learning. Both models also lend themselves to ex-

plaining external behaviors as they are occurring and as they may be

identified as outcomes of instruction. Finally, these models are

"teachable" within the framework of teacher education programs, and they

are "learnable" in that inservice and
preservice teachers are able to

understand and use them, especially SPInPrOM, within a very short period

of time.
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FOOTNOTES

1Horace B. English and Ava Chtmpney English, eds.,
A Comprehensive. Dictionary of 'Psychological and Psychoanalytic
'"erms, New York: David McKay, Co., 19,d .

2Benjamin B. Wolmin, ed. Dictionary of Behavioral
Science (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1973).

3Carter VI Good, 'ed. Dictionary of education (3rd ed.
New York: McGraw Hill, 1963).

4Lee C. Deighton, ed., The Encyclomedia of Education
(New York: Crowell-Collier Educational Corporation, 1971).

50xford English Dictionary (Oxford: The Clarendon
Press, 1933).

6George Gaylord Simpson, Princimles of Animal Taxonomy
(Nev York: Columbia University Press, 1961), pp. 25-26.

?John R. Gregg, The Language of Taxonomy (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1954), p. vii.

8Daniel E. Griffiths, ed., Develominr Taxonomies of
Organizational Behavior in Educational
liand McNally-and Company, 1969), p.22.

9David B. Krathwohl, Benjamin S. Bloom, and Bertram
B: Easia,TaxonomY of Educational ObJectives: The Classification
of Educational Goals. Handbook II: Affective Domain (New York:
David McKay Co., Inc., 1964), pp. 8-9.

10Griffiths, op.cit., pp. 23-24, 176-177.
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